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Guiding Questions
1. What is unique about your perspective on the

partnership and how does it differ from others in
your partnership?

2. What are the non-negotiables of the partnership?
What are the core values, agreed upon mission
and goals?

3. In your experience, what are the challenges and
strengths of a partnership?



Topics:

 Perspectives on the issues of secondary
mathematics education

 How is the teaching of mathematics at the
secondary level different than teaching other
contents?

 What are school districts looking for in
teachers?



Issues and concerns in
secondary mathematics

 Teacher quality and/or “out-of-field” teaching,
particularly in “hard to staff” schools

 Student preparedness for college level
mathematics

 Achievement gaps
 Mathematics teacher shortage/turnover
 Lack of student persistence in secondary

mathematics



Persistence in mathematics in
Utah across 5 years

 



Where are novice teachers in Utah reporting they
gained their knowledge and skills for teaching?

.39.63Outside of college

.20.08Student teaching

.37.29In collegeCurricular Knowledge

.38.51Outside of college

.19.07Student teaching

.39.42In collegePedagogical Knowledge

.36.59Outside of college

.17.07Student teaching

.35.34In collegePedagogical Content Knowledge

.32.44Outside of college

.06.02Student teaching

.32.54In collegeMathematical Knowledge

SDMean



How is the teaching of
mathematics (and science) at
the secondary level different
than teaching other contents?



Levels of abstraction [Devlin, K. (2000).
The Math Gene.]

1. Objects of thought are real/tangible objects that
are perceptually accessible in the environment

2. Objects are perceptually accessible, but are not in
the environment

3. Objects are NOT perceptually accessible.  They
may be objects that the thinker learned about or
experienced in the past, but they are not “real” or
“tangible,” however, can be linked in some manner
to reality or tangibility, typically using imagination,
analogy, (or intuition)

4. There is no simple or direct link to the tangible
world--this is the world of mathematicians



E   K   4   7
Rule:  If a card has a vowel on one side, it has

an even number on the other side.

Which cards do you have to turn over to be
sure that all four cards satisfy the rule

Devin, K. (2000)



Rule: If you are drinking, you must be 21

What do you have to check to ensure that the
rule is followed?

Devin (2000)

Beer Coke

   ? ?

? ?

  22 20



Morris Kline: what has history
taught us about mathematics
and abstraction?

Negative numbers

These were introduced by the Hindus in about
A.D. 600, but did not gain support for
thousands of years because they lacked
intuitive support.  Mathematicians that
refused to work with them included:

Cardan, Vieta, Descartes, Fermat…



√2+√5=

Irrational Numbers



Complex Numbers
√ -1=i                  i * i  = -1               -1 * i 2 = 1

If x2 + 4 =0, then x = 2i  or x = -2i

Friedrich Gauss:  “Here [in this representation]
the demonstration of an intuitive meaning of
√ -1 is completely grounded and more is not
needed in order to admit these quantities in
to the domain of the objects of arithmetic.”



The notion of abstracting
algebra with letters

ax2+bx+c=0

The ability to generalize is fundamental to algebraic
thinking. Using letters in the place of coefficients was
first introduced by Francios Vieta.  Prior to this
introduction, algebra was only worked in the concrete--
this included Babylonians, Egyptians, Alexandrian
Greeks, Hindus, and Arabs.  They often used names for
unknown quantities.

x =
!b ± b

2
! 4ac

2a



Kline concluded:

…It was intuitive evidence that induced
mathematicians to accept [abstract
concepts].  The logic always came long after
the creations and evidently was harder to
come by.  Thus the history of mathematics
suggests, though it does not prove, that the
logical approach is more difficult. (Kline, 1973
p.41)



What are school districts
looking for in teachers?



                     Teachers must…
 Know the mathematics they are teaching well enough to

access their own intuitive understanding of it (not just the
logic)

 Inspire all students to engage their own imaginations
 Think and act quickly about how students are thinking
 Understand the different intuitive entry points student of

various backgrounds may have
 Understand what they are suppose to teach and select

material to achieve their goals
 Work in an environment that doesn’t always put

academics first
 Achieve equitable results for all learners
 Compete for students’ attention



Randy Olsen: Don’t be such a Scientist: Talking
Substance in an Age of Style


